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Instruction to the teacher
• Present the narrative with moderate speed, apt gestures, facial expressions
and tonal variation.
• Let the child read the ‘ Reading Passage” individually
• Evaluate each discourse according to the indicators.

Grading Indicators
Activity - 1
Adding lines to the song
Indicators
Keeps the rhythm
Follows structural pattern
Adds more words or lines

4/3/2/1
4/3/2/1
4/3/2/1

Activity - 2
Description
Sentences are relevant to the context (Describing the scene)
Variety in sentence forms.
Ideas are arranged in a proper sequence.

4/3/2/1
4/3/2/1
4/3/2/1

Activity - 3
Conversation
Expresses ideas and feelings relevant to the context.
4/3/2/1
(Kiran talking to his mother about the butterfly and the magic world)
Proper sequancing of exchanges.
4/3/2/1
Using well formed expressions.
4/3/2/1
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Teachers’ Copy
Interaction
Do you love buttrflies?
Have you ever played with them?
How did you play with them?
I will tell you the story of Kiran
He loves to play with butterflies.
Narrative
“Hai ! Butterflies !,... butterflies all around.”
On each rose and on each lilly
On the small flowers and on the big flowers.
Butterflies everywhere
Kiran was in the garden
“Hai a world of butterflies”
Can I catch one? Kiran thought.
His little hands stretched to catch one
But it slipped away.
‘Just missed’ Kiran said
He stretched his little hand again
He moved very slowly.
His two little fingers came close to the butterfly
But it flew up.
‘Just a miss again’.... Kiran was sad .Kiran looked at the butterflies and sang.
Pretty little butterflies
Yellow blue butterflies
Come and play with me
And fill my heart with joy.
---------------Can you add more lines to the song?

Activity - 1 Adding more lines to the song
Interaction
What will happen next?
Will he catch any butterfly?

Narrative
Just then Kiran saw another butterfly.
A big one... blue wings... bright spots in the middle.
It flapped its wings and flew around Kiran.
It flew over his head.
It flew down his nose and sat on his shoulder.
‘Hai little boy’ - You want to catch me?
Kiran was surprised.
‘It’s wonderful’ You can speak?
‘Yes, I’m from a magic world.
I’ll take you there. You sit on my back.’
‘Wow! you are growing!’ Kiran exclaimed.
The butterfly became bigger and bigger.
‘Come on, sit on my back.’ The butterfly said.
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Interaction
Will the butterfly carry him?
Reading Passage
The butterfly flew up carrying Kiran.
It flew up and up.
Kiran looked down.What a wonderful sight !.
Interaction
What did he see?
Look at the picture and describe.

Activity - 2 - Picture description.

Interaction.
Where will they go to?
What will Kiran see there?
Narrative
Kiran was moving in the sky on the back of the butterfly.
“Where are you taking me to?”
“You wait and see.It’s a wonderful world” butterfly replied.”But its not easy to reach their .”
You tell me butterfly , what can I see there?” Kiran asked
“There are talking dolls,White elephants,Lions... Loving lions.
You can play with lions and tigers.... “the butterfly said
“Ha I am eager to see it.Butterfly go fast”... Kiran told.
Just then it happened.Kiran lost his balance.
He was about to fall down.
He held the butterfly tight.
“Oh! butterfly what’s it?”
“Oh dear I’m sorry some problem. I can’t take you now.”
“Why?” asked Kiran.”
“ That Kalaia , the cruel bird .He is blocking me “.
“ He is the problem”
“Now we must go back .I ‘ll take you later.”
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The butterfly flew down to the garden
“Please don’t go back butterfly take me with you.” Kiran said.
“It’s very late kiran .Your mother will be waiting for you.I ‘ll come back tomarrow..Bye”.

Interaction
What will Kiran do?
Will he go to his house?

Reading Passage
The butterfly flew back .
Kiran walk towards his mother.
She was waiting for Kiran the door.
“Kiran ...” She called
They began to talk.
What will be the conversation between mother and Kiran ?

Activity III - Conversation
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Mother

:

Kiran

:

Mother

:

Kiran

:
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Students’ copy

Activity - 1
Adding more lines to the song
Pretty little butterflies
Yellow blue butterflies
Come and play with me
And fill my heart with joy
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Reading Passage
The butterfly flew up carrying Kiran.
It flew up and up.
Kiran looked down.
What a wonderful sight!.

Activity - 2 Description
Look at the picture and describe

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Reading Passage
The butterfly flew up in the sky.
Kiran walked towards his mother.
She was waiting for him at the door.
‘Kiran...’ she called
They began to talk.

Interaction
What will be the conversation between mother and Kiran?
Activity III: Conversation
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Mother

: .............................................................................................

Kiran

: .............................................................................................

Mother

: .............................................................................................

Kiran

: .............................................................................................
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